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SESSION PROPOSAL 8
LEVERAGING EXTERNAL EVIDENCE IN CLINICAL RESEARCH USING NOVEL STATISTICAL
METHODS
Saurabh Mukhopadhyay, Data and Statistical Sciences, AbbVie

Description of Session:
Conducting rigorous and ethical clinical trials is particularly difficult in pediatric patients and rare disease
populations. In these limited populations it is often difficult to conduct fully powered and adequately controlled
randomized clinical trials. Advancing rigorous studies in those as well as in larger populations has become even more
challenging in the pandemic era. Using external data is very appealing to address such challenges.
Many diseases affect both adults and children, but treatments are often developed and tested only in adults.
Conducting trials in children is often very challenging for various reasons. For example, diseases may have a low
incidence in children, and it is unethical to expose more children than absolutely required to either an experimental
treatment or no treatment. Parents are also reluctant to enroll their children in an experiment where too much is
unknown.
Many of these problems are also present in rare diseases. There are more than 7,000 different rare diseases affecting
25-30 million Americans. For many of these conditions a well-controlled clinical trial to study new medicines is not
feasible. Due to ethical considerations and to reduce subjects’ fears of being randomized to placebo, many clinical
trials reduce the size of control arms or proceed without control arms altogether.
Novel statistical approaches can ease some of these concerns by developing methodological frameworks to allow
borrowing and quantitatively incorporating external evidence when evaluating new medicines. There are many
existing and new methodological and operational questions that remain to be investigated. For example, where to
borrow from, how much to borrow, reproducibility of evidence, and so on.
This session will investigate novel and flexible approaches of leveraging external data and explore some of the
important scientific and implementation questions. The goal is to reduce subjects’ burden in evaluating new
medicines in clinical research. Specifically, the session proposes to have 3 presentations on outstanding challenges
and methodologies with applications to address some of those challenges by leveraging external evidence in clinical
trials. The presentations will be followed by discussions and Q&A.
Presentations:
1. Title of the presentation: “A snapshot of facts on rare disease and recent drug development in rare disease”
Speaker: Na Cai, PhD Affiliation: Associate Director, Biostatistics, Astellas Email: na.cai@astellas.com
2. Title of the presentation: “Reducing Patient Burden in Clinical Trials Through the Use of Historical Controls:
Appropriate Selection of Historical Data to Minimize Risk of Bias” Speaker: Jessica Lim, MA Affiliation: Director,
Clinical Statistics, Biostatistics, GSK Email: jessica.w.lim@gsk.com
3. Title of the presentation: “A Bayesian framework on borrowing data from historical controls – Experiences at
AbbVie” Speakers: Emmanouil (Manos) Spanakis, MSc and Mareike Bereswill, MSc Affiliation: AbbVie
Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG, Data and Statistical Sciences, Ludwigshafen, Germany Email:
emmanouil.spanakis@abbvie.com, mareike.bereswill@abbvie.com Collaborators: Martina Kron, PhD Affiliation:
AbbVie Deutschland GmbH & Co. KG, Data and Statistical Sciences, Ludwigshafen, Germany Saurabh
Mukhopadhyay, PhD, Affiliation: Data and Statistical Sciences, AbbVie
Chair: James Myles, PhD Executive Director Biostatistics TA Head Medical Specialties Astellas
james.myles@astellas.com
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